Gen II Mobile
Drill Rig
UNDERGROUND
DIAMOND DRILLING

World class drilling

Performance at a higher level

Swick Mining Services is one of the top 5 mineral drilling contractors
globally, providing high-quality, high-value underground drilling
services to a diverse group of mining houses in precious and base
metals, and bulk commodities.

At Swick Engineering we pride ourselves on increasing efficiencies
and reducing costs for our clients at all levels, allowing them to
perform at a higher level.

Swick Engineering, a division of Swick Mining Services, has a
strong reputation for pioneering innovative rig designs that
deliver improvements in productivity, safety, versatility, and value.
Swick Engineering has been building and perfecting their mobile
underground diamond drill rigs for their own operators and now the
Swick Gen II mobile rig is available to the open market.

Defined by innovation,
proven by reliability.
The Gen II Mobile Drill Rig utilises Swick Mining
Services’ world first innovative design, bringing
you an industry leading mobile drill rig that has
360° drilling capability.
With a narrow vein, single boom jumbo as the carrier base, the
manoeuvrability and mobility of the Gen 11 is second to none. It is
compact in size for easy transport, and the control systems and LED
lighting allows for a safe and ergonomic workspace around the rig.
Drilling prowess is delivered by using a 90kW motor for the drilling
circuit and an additional 22kW motor for the water circuit, totalling
112kW of power through an optimised hydraulic circuit. This proves it
sets the benchmark in power, versatility, and mechanical availability.

The Gen II utilises Swick’s unique valving configurations, which allows
for hydraulic or electrical pilot controls giving benefits of automation
and electronic systems without the risk of downtime.
The flexible boom design gives it the ability to drill multiple holes
from a single set up point as opposed to a traditional skid base rig
that must move and re-pin for each new hole that’s drilled. It opens
an opportunity to rethink hole design giving the option to set collar
points not previously possible with traditional skid rigs. The inherent
design of the Swick boom incorporates the use of two rollover units,
one rotating through 360° and the other through 230°. The design
ensures access to a varies of azimuth and DIP requirements.
The premium build components made in-house by Swick and from
companies such as Boart Longyear and Rexroth have enabled the
Gen II to maintain a mechanical availability above 96% in the field.

Gen II Mobile Drill Rig
Heavy Duty Quality
Boart Longyear HQ head
with heavy duty chuck
and HQ footclamp fitted
as standard

Integrated
Components
Self-propelled all-in-one
rig eliminates need to
move components from
site to site

Ergonomic Workspace
Extendable canopy, LED lights
and control systems make
a comfortable workspace
around the rig

Compact Design
Smaller footprint for increased
versatility, manoeuvrability
and mechanical availability

360° Drilling
Capability to drill at
any angle, and depths
up to 1,500m

Self-Leveling Jacks
Self-leveling jacks remove the
need to construct drill pads

112kW Power
A 90kW rotation
circuit is coupled with
an independent 22kW
flushing circuit

Solid Tyres
MK8 Croc tires offer more
stability and eliminate
downtime from punctures

Gen II Specifications

4.5m

Site Requirements

Technical Specifications
1,000V 50Hz, 600V 60Hz, and 480V 60Hz standard or as required

Power
Configuration

90kW Drilling Circuit + 22kW Water Pump (112kW Total)

Diesel Power

For Tramming and Boom Movements

Diesel Engine

Deutz F4L 914W with Catalytic Converter

Water Pump
Capacity

FMC 260 lt/min at up to 1,000psi

Wireline Capacity

Boart Longyear 1,000m capacity with chain driven spooling device

Trailing Cable
Length

Up to 100m

Lighting

4 x HID on board lights, provision for external low voltage lighting

Feed Frame

Swick 7 tonne (70kN) 1.1 m stroke as standard, option for Swick 13
tonne stroke (130kN) 1.1 m

Rotation Unit

Boart Longyear HQ75 (0 - 1,700 rpm / 800Nm) / Boart Longyear
HQHT 75 (0 - 1,350 rpm / 1,350Nm)

Rod Holder

Boart Longyear HQ (80kN) / Boart Longyear PQ (130kN)
12.5m

4.5m

Electric Voltage

Carrier Description
Carrier

Articulated, self-propelled

Front Jack Leg Spread

1,800mm

Overall Weight

13,500kg (standard config.)

Back Jack Leg Spread

1,100mm

Overall Length

10,100mm (drilling forward)
8,800mm (drilling to side)

Boom Lift

95°

Min. Width

2,000mm

Boom Extension

900mm

Ground Clearance

225mm

Boom Swing

60°

Min. Height

1,990mm

Feed Tilt

190°

Max. Height

2,690mm (canopy extended) Feed Rotation

360°

•

4.5m x 4.5m minimum for
drilling all angles using 3m
or 10ft rods

•

3.0m x 3.0m minimum for
drilling all angles using 1.5m
or 5ft rods

•

Power Supply within 80m

•

Tramming minimum drive
dimensions 3m x 3m

•

Dimensions may vary
depending on the drilling
program
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The figures quoted in the above tables have been calculated, based on field
experiences, and may be reasonably expected. Actual drilling capacity will depend
on in-hole tools and ground conditions, drilling techniques and equipment used.

Hydraulic Mast Extension – Stinger
The Stinger is best used for short to medium drill hole programs.
It allows for a quicker set up, taking into consideration variables
such as ground conditions, position of collar in relation to the
angle of the rig and depth of the hole. The Stinger comes with
various attachments to secure the rig firmly in position.

Operating Specifications
•

Articulated configuration

•

Compact size & 360° drilling capability
reduces need for development of drill cuddies

•

Ability to safely drill steep up-holes

•

Covers entire scope of drilling from grade
control to deep exploration wire line drilling

•

Configuration allows for LTK48, LTK60, NQ2,
NQ2U, HQ and HQ3 drilling

•

Self-leveling jacks remove the need for clients
to construct drill pads

•

Mobile, self-propelled rig eliminates need for
clients to move components from site to site

•

MK8 Croc Tires developed for better
cushioning and deflection of larger rocks,
larger footprint, making the rigs more stable,
no downtime due to punctures

•

Bent axis, variable displacement hydraulic
motor provides automatic speed adjustment
so that maximum hydraulic power can be
used across a wide range of speeds

•

Spring applied hydraulic release foot clamp

The Swick mobile drill
flexible boom design
The flexible boom design on the Swick rig gives it the ability to drill multiple holes
from a single set up point as opposed to a traditional skid base rig that must move
and re-pin the rig base for each new hole that’s drilled.
The flexible boom design opens opportunity to rethink hole design giving the
option to set collar points not previously possible with traditional skid rigs.
The inherent design of the Swick boom incorporates the use of two rollover units,
one rotating through 360° and the other through 230°. The design ensures access
to a variety of Azimuth and DIP requirements.
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